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Introduction

B-meson light-cone distribution amplitudes (LCDAs) serve as 
indispensable ingredients for

1. Establishing QCD factorization theorems of exclusive B-meson
decay amplitudes. 

2. Precision calculations of the B-meson decay observables. 
3. Constructing the light cone sum rules of numerous hadronic     

matrix elements. 

But our knowledge of these distribution amplitudes is very limited. 
They encode information of the non-perturbative strong 
interaction dynamics. 



LaMET

Large-momentum effective field theory: LaMET
LaMET is a theory allowing ab initio computation of 

light-cone physics on a Euclidean lattice!

Step 1: Constructing lattice operators and evaluate the ME 

Step 2: Lattice calculations 

Step 3: Extracting the light-cone physics from the lattice ME 



LaMET

• Calculate the equal-time correlators (quasi quantities) instead 
of the light-cone ones.

• The matrix elements defined by these equal-time correlators 
can be simulated on the lattice.

• The quasi observables can be factorized as the convolution of 
a matching coefficient and the corresponding light-cone 
observable.
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LCDA

Matching the Quasi Meson Distribution Amplitude in RI/MOM scheme
Yu-Sheng Liu, Wei Wang, Ji Xu, Qi-An Zhang, Shuai Zhao and Yong Zhao

Phys.Rev. D99 (2019) no.9, 094036

Derive the one-loop matching coefficient that matches RI/MOM quasi-DA in the 
Landau gauge to 𝑀𝑆 LCDA within the framework of LaMET.

It is natural to extend this logic to B-meson LCDA.



B-meson LCDA
B-meson light-cone distribution amplitudes: The leading-
twist LCDA            in coordinate space is defined by the 
renormalized HQET matrix element of a light-ray operator,

Applying the Fourier transformation for leads to the 
momentum-space distribution function



B-meson Quasi-DA
Following the construction presented before, we can define the 
B-meson quasi distribution amplitude as

The correlation direction has switched to z axis, 



Factorization Formula 
Factorization formula:
Based on the hard-collinear factorization, it is straightforward 
to have the factorization of quasi-DA as: 

We extract the coefficients by calculating these diagrams 
below from both LCDA and qausi-DA sides, 



One loop matching coefficient

One can readily identify that the hard correction 
from the 1-loop box diagram is power suppressed

The plus distribution is defined by (with a > 1)



One loop matching coefficient

1. For LCDA side，

2. For quasi-DA side，



One loop matching coefficient

Cusp
1. For LCDA side，

2. For quasi-DA side，



One loop matching coefficient

1. For LCDA side，

2. For quasi-DA side，



One loop matching coefficient

The obtained hard function reads,



Perspectives for lattice calculations 

It will be instructive to understand the characteristic feature of 
with distinct non-perturbative models of 

Taking advantage of the two phenomenological models 

We can imply the shapes of 



Perspectives for lattice calculations 

The resulting 𝜔-shapes of the B-meson quasi-distribution 
amplitude                               



Summary

⚫We have proposed new method for the model-independent 
determination of the light-cone distribution amplitude (LCDA) 
of the B-meson in heavy quark effective theory (HQET). 

⚫Derive the one-loop matching coefficient that matches quasi-
DA to LCDA within the framework of LaMET.

⚫ These results are of importance for exploring the delicate 
flavor structure of the SM and beyond at the LHCb and Belle II 
experiments.



Thank you !
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B-meson light-cone distribution amplitude from lattice QCD

Box diagram

Non-physical region ,

Physical region,

Vz -> infinity

0

Vz -> infinity

Same as result of LCDA 
box diagram.
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Compare with plus function for light-meson,
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The matching coefficients have been calculated in dimensional 
regularization and transverse momentum cutoff schemes. 
J.-H. Zhang, J.-W. C, X. Ji, Lu. J, H.-W. L Phys.Rev. D 2017

Sketch of LCDA in PRD



Light-cone distribution amplitudes of vector meson in large momentum 
effective theory 



The LCDAs are defined by the matrix elements of non-local gauge invariant quark 
bilinear operators, in which the two fermion fields are separated in the n direction.

Fourier transformation 

Take longitudinally polarized vector for instance, 

So, 

Matching the Quasi Meson Distribution Amplitude in

RI/MOM scheme



Similarly, for Quasi-DAs

So, we have

The factorization formula,

Matching the Quasi Meson Distribution Amplitude in

RI/MOM scheme



The renormalized quasi-DA in the RI/MOM scheme can be matched to LCDA through 
the factorization formula,

The bare matching coefficient

Matching the Quasi Meson Distribution Amplitude in

RI/MOM scheme



We have calculated                                for pseudoscalar, longitudinally polarized vector 
and transversely polarized vector meson LCDAs; 

for pseudoscalar, longitudinally polarized vector and transversely 
polarized vector meson quasi-DAs, respectively.

Since we take the on-shell limit to obtain the bare matching coefficient, 𝐶𝐵
(1)
.

Matching the Quasi Meson Distribution Amplitude in

RI/MOM scheme
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